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When I first took to the outdoors as a
youngster I considered myself to be a
rock climber, not a very good one but an
enthusiastic climber. In those days those of
us who climbed tended to look down on
hill-walkers and we never used the term
Munro-bagger without prefixing it with the
word ‘dirty.’
In those days specialisation reigned
supreme and you were either a climber or
a walker and never the twain would meet.
And climbers and walkers didn’t ride bikes,
or paddle canoes or sail boats. Cyclists
and paddlers strictly did their own thing.
How times have changed. It’s far from
unusual these days to see outdoor
enthusiasts with a pair of walking boots
in the boot of their car, a mountain bike
on the back and a canoe strapped to the
roof. Folk have become more adaptable,
less specialist and I think that’s a good
thing.
Scotland has so much to offer, whether
on foot or on the saddle of a bike and
many of our readers, walkers and cyclists
alike, have contacted us to ask why we
don’t just combine Scottish Walks and
Scottish Cycling into one title?
So that’s exactly what we’ve done.
With our walking routes, we aim to help
people enjoy Scotland’s countryside in

REACH

An introduction to Scottish
Walks & Cycling magazine

a responsible way, through a range and
variety of walking routes, ranging from
tough mountain walks to easy strolls in and
around our towns and cities that will suit
everyone, from the raw beginner to the
experienced rambler. Our contributors are
all regular walkers and writers who know
the less travelled trails of the nation like
the backs of their hands and they will be
sharing all the information required to get
our readers out there, enjoying the wild
places of this glorious country of ours.
In our cycling routes, we’re getting
out and about checking out all kinds of
cycling routes for our readers to enjoy,
from off-road experiences on the wilder
tracks and trails of Scotland to road routes
for all abilities. Our routes are relaxed
with an emphasis on cycle touring and
recreational cycling on both road bikes
and mountain bikes, aimed somewhere
between the beginner and the slightly
more experienced but not fanatic rider
with an emphasis on encouraging people
to ‘get on their bikes’ and enjoy what
Scotland has to offer.
The Scottish Walks & Cycling team has
been publishing outdoor magazines
for over 35 years. We want to continue
encouraging people to get outdoors and
enjoy the beauty of Scotland. We hope
you will continue to support us in that aim
and we look forward to working closely
with you during the next twelve months
and beyond.
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Wild Atholl, Perthshire
Grade: Moderately strenuous mountain biking | Distance: 14 miles/23km | Time: 2-3 hours

AUTUMN 2020

In Glen Banvie.
Inset: Fording the river.

Map: OS 1:50,000
Landranger sheet 43
(Braemar & Blair Atholl)
Distance:
14 miles/23km,
Time: 2-3 hours,
Start/Finish: House
of Bruar (GR: NN
821660),
Terrain: Mostly good
tracks, several long climbs.

OUR

Transport: Regular
buses to Bruar
from Blair Atholl.
Details from www.
travelinescotland.com

FIFTY

SCAN HERE

to access this
route on your
mobile device

FINEST!

Coffee & Cake:
House of Bruar.
IN ASSOCIATION WITH

Bruar and Banvie

25 CYCLING
AND
25 WALKING
ROUTES
COVERING
THE BEST OF
SCOTLAND

I STARTED at the House of Bruar and
immediately followed the old A9 west to
where it runs under the newer A9 and
continues to Calvine. Just past the old petrol
station a Scotways sign indicates the route to
the Minigaig. I followed it up to the side of
a white house where the track splits. I went
right, with a subsequent crossing of the busy
A9 but I later discovered that if I had gone
left I could have gone below the A9 through a
tunnel. Much safer.
Once on the north side of the A9 the track
began to climb steadily. There was little real
steepness though so it was just a question of
plugging on and enjoying the scenery opening
up around me – Schiehallion, the Farragons,
and in front of me the swell of the Atholl
hills, one of the wildest tracts of landscape in
Scotland.
Sadly, virtually everything you see is
managed for grouse shooting and trees
are harnessed into squares of forestry.
Having said that, there is something
grand in wide open skies and
rolling hills so I banished the
thoughts of grouse moors from
my mind and enjoyed it for
what it is, landscapes that I’ve
been familiar with since
childhood.
After a fine downhill
run I left the route of the
Minigaig to drop down
to the old locked house
called Cuilltemhuc, which
brought to mind the old Atholl
legend of the laughing man of
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Information: Perth
TIC, 01738 450600,
https://atholl-estates.
co.uk/estate-activities/
walking-cycling

Cuilltemhuc. Just over
a hundred years ago,
the story claims, a man
was found blind drunk
in a water trough next to
the house. No-one apparently
discovered the reason for his mirth
and it seems he died convulsed in a hearty
fit of glee. History does not record if he shared
the joke with anyone.
Cuilltemhuc Is at an ancient crossroads. The
16th century Comyns Road ran north-west
from here, into Gaick, while the Minigaig,
the main route north before the present road
through Drumochter was built, follows the
line of Glen Bruar north to cross high ground
just to the west of the Corbett Leathad an
Taobhain before dropping down to Glen
Tromie.
Today I wanted to return to Bruar and
it was the route of Comyn’s Road that I
followed, over the (thankfully low,
probably because of the hydro
scheme up-river) Bruar Water
and up the track to the
old shieling called
Ruichlachrie.
I rode up this path,
dodging the boulders
and the boggy
sections but all the
time aware that at
one time these
landscapes
start/finish
would have
been populated.
Today the

glens are lonely
and uninhabited,
fragments and tracings
of old buildings and
fields reminding us of the
days when the shielings were
in use. Once children laughed
here and played in these glens, the
woman would sing as they looked after the
kye but that is all long gone. Today only the
plaintive call of a whaup echoes through the
empty glens. Even the sheep have gone.
Just beyond Ruichlachrie, where the
rough track meets the Glen Banvie track I
was tempted to turn right and ride directly
downhill back to Bruar but I remembered the
lovely route that runs downhill all the way
down Glen Banvie to the Whim Plantation
of Atholl Estate. I thought that would make a
better finish than having to tiptoe through the
tourist crowds at Bruar Falls.
So that’s the way I went, below the pine
trees and above the Banvie Burn, bending
right just after going through the gate into the
Whim Plantation. At a big, gravelly junction
I turned right again and went through the
Baluain Woods to a tight dog-leg above the
Bruar Falls.
Again, I resisted the temptation to head
steeply down to the Falls and instead stuck
with the main path as it rolled down to a
tunnel under the railway line. Beyond lay the
Blair to Bruar road and turning right onto it I
followed the road back to the start at House of
Bruar and a well deserved coffee along with all
the shoppers.
Cameron McNeish
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What’snew

In Columba’s Footsteps, Kintyre
Grade: Easy coastal walk | Distance: 2.8 miles/4.5km | Time: 2 hours
St Columba’s Chapel and
graveyard, Southend

Editor Cameron McNeish
looks at the latest gear

Map: OS 1:50,000
Landranger sheet
68 (South Kintyre
& Campbeltown) or
1:25,000 Explorer
sheet 356 (Kintryre
South).
Distance:
2.8 miles/4.5km.
Time: 2 hours.
Start/Finish: Keil
Point car park (GR: NR
670078).

SCAN HERE

to access this
route on your
mobile device

Transport: West
Coast Motors service
444 runs from
Campbeltown to
Southend. Details from
www.westcoastmotors.
co.uk
Information:
Campbeltown TIC,
01586 552056,
https://kintyre.org

Tinkers, saints and soldiers
IT’S a long and winding road to the Mull of Kintyre. Paul
McCartney thought so too, and just as he and his wife
Linda were inspired by the mist rolling in from the sea and
the sunsets on fire, many others are also discovering what
this comparatively remote part of Scotland has to offer.
The village of Southend lies at the very foot of the
Kintyre Peninsula and is definitely worth a visit, not only
for its views across the sea to Ulster but for its historical
attractions. It’s here that St Columba landed from Ireland
to bring Christianity to Scotland, before journeying north
to set up his monastery on the island of Iona, but first
you’ll pass the Keil Caves, which offer a different kind of
visitor attraction. Excavations suggest that humans lived
here from prehistoric times. Sea-shell middens have been
found nearby and the 1881 local census reveals that caves
were home to a tinsmith called John McFee, his wife
Margaret and their son Andrew. Next door, or next cave,
lived his cousin Alex McCallum, wife Mary and daughter
Bella.
One of the caves is called the Piper’s Cave and legend
has it that a piper vanished here one night and his ghost
can occasionally still be heard playing a sad pibroch.
A little further along the coast an ancient chapel and
graveyard commemorates the spot where St Columba
landed in Scotland. The graveyard is overlooked by a small
knoll and a rocky outcrop. On a stone slab at the top of
the knoll you’ll see a set of footprints, traditionally those
of the saint. It’s not uncommon to find such prints set in
stone, particularly in Celtic regions, and they are usually
associated with crowning ceremonies. A major fortress
of the ancient kingdom of Dalriada existed at nearby
Dunaverty in the 6th century so it’s likely one of the
footprints was associated with that. The history of the
second footprint is more prosaic.
Apparently in 1856, a
local stonemason, Daniel
start/finish
McIlreavie, carved out
the second footprint,
just to help the legend
grow. He also carved a
date between the two
prints – 564, but he got that

Coffee & Cake None
on route. Good choice
in Campbeltown.

wrong. It’s generally believed Columba landed here in
563, at the beginning of his lifelong exile from Ireland.
Below the knoll is St Columba’s Well, a rocky bowl that
has been carved from the slope where water collects from a
spring, most likely another Victorian attempt at furthering
the local tourism opportunities.
If the tide is out you can follow the rocky foreshore, the
route of the Kintyre Way, east to the sands of Dunaverty
Bay. If the tide is in, just follow the road to the edge of the
caravan site where steps give access to the beach. Follow
the beach eastwards to an odd looking hill at the far end.
This is Dunaverty Rock , once the site of a castle that
legend claims was visited at various times by King Haakon
of Norway, Robert the Bruce and King James IV.
In 1647 a stand-off between loyalist forces and a
covenanting army under the command of General David
Leslie led to the deaths of 300 loyalist soldiers, who had
surrendered to Leslie’s siege. Today there is nothing left of
the castle but take care if you elect to climb to the summit.
It is very steep and the path is badly eroded.
From Dunaverty you can reach the main village from
the golf course or simply return to the Keil car park along
the road.
Cameron McNeish

Route: Leave the car
park and head E along
the road. The Keil
caves are on your L.
Once past the caves a
gate gives access to St
Columba’s footprints.
Beyond, another gate
gives access to the
ruins of the chapel
and the graveyard.
If the tide is out you
can follow the rocky
foreshore (if not stick
to the road) towards
Dunaverty Bay. Follow
the bay E and then
S to climb up from
the shore to reach a
road and a sign for the
Kintyre Way. Turn R,
go through a gate and
past the house and
cross a concrete wall
to reach a rough path
that climbs steeply to
the top of Dunaverty
Rock. Return to the
house and follow your
outward route back to
Keil car park.

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

PATAGONIA
MACRO PUFF
JACKET

REGATTA
QUESTRA 11
TROUSERS

Price: £320

Price: £40

Price: £14.99

PUFFA JACKETS appear to be all the rage
at the moment and a visit to TKMaxx will give
you an opportunity to see many different models
and styles, all at a very reasonable price, so what
does Patagonia offer to justify the £320 price tag?
A few years ago I reported on Patagonia’s
Micro Puff Jacket, just under a hundred grams
lighter than this one. The Micro used a 65gm
Plumafill and I found it to be an excellent jacket
for cool days, but not particularly for winter
use. The Macro Puff, using a heavier 135gm
Plumafill (90gm in the sleeves and side panels) is
most certainly a winter garment.
The new jacket is lightweight (374gms) and
packs small, and it even enjoys the lofty feel of
down, although some might suggest it falls a
little short in terms of warmth.
The Macro Puff stows away easily into a small
stuffsac, and can be scrunched to an even smaller
size when squeezed into a loaded backpack or
with a compression sack.
Don’t expect the same cosy warmth as a downfilled duvet but you can expect to find favourable
comfort by slipping this jacket on over a microfleece. It does a fantastic job on lower level winter
walks or in camp in three-season backpacking
trips. The Macro Puff will definitely keep you
very warm when working hard.
Finally the big advantage of this jacket
over its down-filled competitors is in its
weatherproofness. The Macro Puff is made from
an ultralight recycled nylon ripstop shell and is
water resistant, windproof and treated with a
DWR (durable water repellent) finish.
There are two hand pockets, a chest pocket
and two internal, unzipped pockets. The Macro
Puff Jacket doesn’t have a hood but the Macro
Puff Hoody does.
www.patagonia.com

I was looking for a pair of stretchy, warm and
showerproof trousers for winter hillwalking
and after trying on several expensive pairs
I eventually saw these in a ‘budget shop’ in
Keswick. I thought it was a sale price but I’ve
seen them elsewhere and this appears to be the
usual retail price.
Regatta are often seen as a ‘budget’ gear
clothing company but they produce some very
good stuff. These trousers are a good example.
The Questra are made from stretch-woven
softshell fabric with a DWR (Durable Water
Repellent) finish. The material is soft and
warm to wear while protecting the legs from
wind and showers. Durable ripstop overlays
in areas prone to wear and tear stand up to
bumps and snags on the trail.
The part-elastic waist delivers a comfortable
fit that moves and stretches with you. With
zipped pockets, front and back, and the
Regatta tab to the waist these Questras were
exactly what I was looking for.
In use I found them warm and comfortable
and absolutely ideal for winter conditions. Best
of all was the fact they were stretchy, thanks to
the 95% Polyester, 5% Elastane fabric and the
DWR shed snow and sleet on one memorably
bad day in the Monadhliath hills.
These trousers show that you don’t have to
pay inflated prices for decent outdoor gear. It’s
well worth shopping around - and don’t be
too proud to wear a ‘budget’ label.
www.regatta.com

THIS PAST winter I’ve got into the habit of
wearing simple eye protection glasses on my
bike rides. I found an old pair of Julbo clearlens eyewear and very quickly became used to
wearing them. No more tearful, runny eyes or
being smacked in the eyeballs by bugs.
Sadly my old Julbos fell off and a car
squashed them so I had to find another pair.
Not wanting to spend a fortune I checked out
the Alpkit website and lo and behold, their
Kruger eyewear looked like the perfect fit. At
£14.99 they wouldn’t break the bank but hey
presto, I got them at a sale price of £11.99.
When they arrived I was delighted
to discover the specs came with three
interchangeable lenses. They are a bit fiddly to
change over at first, and there are no directions
with the package, but once you get the knack
it’s a doddle.
The wrap-around design provides
protection from dirt, grit, wind, spray
and dust and I now wear them whether
road cycling or on the mountain bike. Eye
protection should be very important to us and
as I grow older I’m happy to do everything I
can to protect my eyes as much as possible.
The three lenses supplied with the Krugers
are: Clear lens, which protect the eyes
from flies, bugs or bitter cold breezes; Dark
(Category 3 – UV 400) lenses for sunlight and
protection from those harmful sun-rays; and
Yellow lenses for low light. These are ideal for
flat light or low contrast light when you need
a bit of definition to help you pick out the trail
ahead of you.
I could have spent a small fortune on
replacing my old Julbos but these specs from
the excellent Alpkit have done the trick.
www.alpkit.com

KRUGER
CYCLING
EYEWEAR
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REACH

The Scottish Walks & Cycling community continues
to grow – via targeted print distribution, social
networks, our website and events

300,000+
Scottish Walks & Cycling combined audience reach

60,000+
Scottish Walks & Cycling print circulation

19,504
Scottish Walks & Cycling digital edition
circulation

Our distribution has been specifically designed for
3 specific, tailor-fitting layers to provide maximum
availability for Scottish walkers and market saturation for
advertisers.
1. Bulk drops - No less than 35k copies will be available
FREE throughout Scotland, targeting over 500 outlets
such as camping and outdoor shops, army & navy
stores, specialist retailers, climbing centres, providers of

outdoor activities as well as hotspots such as leisure
centres, gyms, selected cafes and public venues.
2. National media - 15k copies will be given away
FREE with The Sunday Herald, The Herald, Evening
Times and The National newspapers.
3. Specifically targeted - 10k copies will be distributed
FREE to various Scottish walkers favourite clubs, hotels,
bunkhouses, etc.
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FULL COLOUR DISPLAY POSITION
Eighth Page
Quarter Page
Half Page
Full Page
Double Page Spread

£450
£850
£1650
£2995
£5500

COVERS - FULL COLOUR
Inside Back Cover
Inside Front Cover

£3,100
£3,300

SPONSORSHIP Price on application
INSERTS Price on application
These are accepted for loose insertion.
Size must not exceed 260mm(h) x 180mm(w)
VOLUME DISCOUNT
2 Bookings
5% discount on above
3 Bookings
10% discount on above
4 Bookings
15% discount on above
Agency commission - 10%

* Please ensure you are given a booking reference by
your account exec.

Ronnie Dodd
Sales Development Manager
0141 302 7757
ronnie.dodd@heraldandtimes.co.uk

COPY REQUIREMENT
Complete Artwork: We prefer to accept advertising in the following
formats: Press Optimised PDF; Illustrator EPS; Photoshop EPS, JPEG or
TIFF at 300dpi. (Fonts should be embedded/outlined to paths and all
pictures should be CMYK).
In-house Design: Advertisements can also be made up in-house
by our production staff. Text and images should ideally be emailed.
Digital images may be supplied on CDs or via link to download and
must be large enough to be printed at 300 dpi at the target size.
JPEG compression, if used, must be kept at a high level to ensure
colour is not lost. Low resolution images cannot be accepted.
If you have any query regarding these specifications please call our
production department on 0141 302 7747.
NB. Finished page size is 297mm (H) x 210mm (W) with a 3mm bleed
all round. Please see next page for full ad size specification.
NBB. It should be noted that the Magazine Division of Newsquest
(Herald & Times) Ltd will NOT, under any circumstances, accept copies
of fonts. Fonts are licensed to the purchaser and may only be copied
for the purposes of backing up. It is illegal to copy fonts in any form (ie
to external disks, via ISDN etc). Further advice on fonts and their usage
can be obtained from Fontworks on 0207 226 4411.
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DOUBLE PAGE SPREAD
Trim
Trim: 297mm(h) x 420mm(w)
Type
Bleed: 303mm(h) x 426mm(w)
Bleed
Type: 280mm(h) x 402mm(w)
Gutter 18mm (9mm on each page)

HALF PAGE VERT BLEED
Trim: 297mm(h) x 103mm(w)
Bleed: 303mm(h) x 106mm(w)
Type: 280mm(h) x 94mm(w)

HALF PAGE VERT
Type: 280mm(h) x 94mm(w)

FULL PAGE BLEED
Trim: 297mm(h) x 210mm(w)
Bleed: 303mm(h) x 216mm(w)
Type: 280mm(h) x 192mm(w)

QUARTER PAGE
Type: 135mm(h) x 94mm(w)

HALF PAGE HORIZ BLEED
Trim: 146mm(h) x 210mm(w)
Bleed: 151mm(h) x 216mm(w)
Type: 135mm(h) x 192mm(w)

EIGHTH PAGE
Type: 65mm(h) x 94mm(w)

HALF PAGE HORIZ
Type: 135mm(h) x 192mm(w)

SIXTEETH PAGE
Type: 65mm(h) x 45mm(w)

NB. The trim area defines the size the page will be cut to. You should avoid the use of text up to the edge of the page, ideally keeping any important
text within the ‘type’ area defined above. Where you require adverts to bleed off the page, a bleed area of 3mm all round should be added to the trim
specs, as detailed above.
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Digital
1 WEBSITE
LANDING PAGE

Leaderboard - positioned
at top of website landing
page.
Banner - positioned at
bottom of landing page.
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£595 per issue
Specification: JPG only
900 pixels wide x
100 pixels deep

DIGITAL EDITION
EMAIL NOTIFICATION
2

Digital edition gets sent
out to all 19,500 Scottish
Walks & Cycling digital
edition subscribers.
Banner advertising is
available, positioned at
the top of the notification
email.
£595 per issue
Specification: JPG only
900 pixels wide x
100 pixels deep

1

Leaderboard
900 pixels (w) x 100 pixels (h)

2

Banner
900 pixels (w) x 100 pixels (h)
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